Comparison of sonohysterography and hysteroscopy: lessons learned and avoiding pitfalls.
We compared ultrasound images of the uterine cavity obtained by sonohysterography (SHG) with those of hysteroscopy in an attempt to avoid inaccurate interpretations. Women referred for abnormal bleeding or infertility underwent SHG before treatment. Those with an abnormal study underwent hysteroscopy for confirmation and treatment. Abnormal SHG studies are frequent, with false positive images including blood clots, mucus plugs, and shearing of normal endometrium relatively common. Uterine pathology generally seen on SHG, including anomalies, polyps, and myomas, is consistent with that seen at hysteroscopy. Performing intraoperative SHG concomitantly with hysteroscopy adds value due to SHG's three-dimensional images to confirm depth of pathology and false negative hysteroscopy findings.